
KC’S Fireworks Displays are the wedding fireworks and visual effects specialists. They 
provide first-class outdoor fireworks shows and indoor effects, daytime or nighttime, indoor 
and outdoor, for any venue. With over 30 years experience and conducting more than 200 
beautiful displays per year, KC’S Fireworks are the experts in making your special day sparkle.
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Indoor, Outdoor, Daytime, Nightime, Anytime



Love Fireworks

Leave Like Movie Stars

Dancing on a Cloud

Office: 07 5494 5089
Clive:   0407 713 566
Jaye:   0439 812 388

Fax: 07 5494 5091
quotes@kcsfireworks.com
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Outdoor Fireworks
Our ”Fantasy in the Sky” outdoor fireworks spectacular 
has every type and style of fireworks imaginable, plus 
bright red love hearts bursting high in the sky and 
electronic LED red love hearts surrounded with 
sparkling flashes. We can set up in secret and create a 
spectacular  for your wedding guests. SURPRISE
Fireworks display times range from 2 to 10 minutes and 
although prices range to suit every budget, our 
standard packages start from $1950 + GST. This 
includes all permits and insurances. 

Indoor Fireworks
Light up your venue with spectacular indoor fireworks 
and special effects. Perfect for the bride and groom 
entrance, cutting the cake, bridal waltz, and farewell. 

Dancing on a Cloud
This is the must have magical effect for the bridal waltz. 
Special dry ice fog machines cover the floor in a 
gorgeous white haze, giving the effect of dancing on a 
cloud. Combine small sparkling fireworks and special 
lighting for a fairy-tale effect. Leaves absolutely no 
residue or nasty odours. 

The Ultimate Departure
Depart like movie stars as the driveway lights up with 
beautiful silver and gold fountain fireworks and effects 
- just like the movie “My Best Friend’s Wedding”. 

Quiet Fireworks Displays
We also conduct quiet fireworks displays for sensitive 
areas that still produce beautiful colours but with very 
little noise. 

In The Night Sky
Declare Your Love


